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Abstract: Packet-switched non real-time data transmissions have increased a lot in the fixed 
network. Circuit-switched based cellular transmission techno logy Global System for Mobile 
communications (GSM) is already in the service for more than a decade. A packet based 
transmission system called General Packet Radio Services (GPRS) is developed for non real-time 
packet data transmission system by the evolution of existing GSM network. Now question may 
arise, can GPRS be used for real-time traffic transmission, although it was not designed for it? Of 
course, typical real- time traffic such as voice conversation may not be optimized in GPRS system. 
But one directional real-time traffic such as teacher’s voice for students, leaders’ command for 
the followers etc. can be transmitted over GPRS. The ‘activity factor’ of real-time terminals has 
significant impact on the traffic channel efficiency. Traffic channel efficiency with a bursty one 
directional real-time traffic is unacceptably low, especially with the range of acceptable call loss 
probabilities pertaining to a lower activity factor. The channel efficiency can be enhanced and the 
call loss probability can be suppressed significantly if a higher maximum number of calls are 
accepted. A complete analysis without RLC/MAC block dropping, and with RLC/MAC block 
dropping that increases the channel efficiency is executed. Results show that the channel 
efficiency as well as the RLC/MAC block dropping probability increases with increasing call 
intensity, maximum number of admitted calls and the activity factor.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The initial implementation of GSM was for voice communications. An efficient packet based 
data transmission protocol called General Packet Radio Services (GPRS) over the GSM network 
was designed and is already in the market. The Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) 
radio interface was being standardized by the European Telecommunications Standard Institute 
(ETSI) and TIA TR45.3 as GSM Phase 2+ work item [1] and currently in commercial use. The 
new EDGE radio interface deploys 8-PSK modulation in addition to GMSK and thus, enabling 
higher data throughput per slot [2]. 

Previously, voice telephony was the main traffic served by the circuit-switched networks. 
The data communications, especially Internet Protocol (IP), increased greatly in the last decade 
and is currently the dominating traffic. IP is a network layer protocol and is independent of 
link/physical layers. Therefore, it has very good capabilities to allow wide selection of lower 
layer technologies including Synchronous Optical Networks (SONET) or Wavelength Division 
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Multiplexing (WDM). IP is not only becoming the basis for packetization of voice, data, 
signaling, and operation, administration and management in the network world but also for the 
3G core network [3].  

From end-to-end connectivity point of view, Universal Mobile Telecommunications 
System (UMTS) offers a circuit switched based connection between a mobile host and either 
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) or Integrated Circuit Digital Network (ISDN). On 
the contrary, a packet switching based pure network layer service provides the connection 
between the UMTS terminal and an Internet host [4]. Therefore, the Internet traffic over the 
current and future radio interface will have the key role. The new radio access system and the IP 
based core network will cope with this situation [5]. A considerable motivation is needed for the 
real-time traffic transmission over the packet based networks, highlighted in this paper. 

The Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) phase 1 specification and the 
Digital Advanced Mobile Phone Services (D-AMPS) apply circuit switched calls. The dynamic 
use of the radio channels for voice and data transmissions is an efficient solution to voice and 
data transmissions in the mobile communications system. This approach has been applied to the 
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) in the GSM [6] phase 2 specification and Cellular Digital 
Packet Data (CDPD) over D-AMPS.  

Real-time speech or video transmission over GPRS is not suitable, because the listener or 
watcher has to reply or send back the similar information back to the sender which is also 
real-time. Another real- time type of transmission can be considered where real- transmission will 
take place one direction. Examples of such kind of transmissions are: teacher is teaching in one 
class. One student is listening his lecture from the same city after 0.25 second. Another student is 
following the same teacher’s lecture after 0.5 second. If the listener’s does not has to reply, then 
GPRS may not be very bad for this kind of one directional real- time traffic.  

From the traffic channel efficiency point of view, real-time IP speech transmission over 
the packet based GPRS is remarkably inefficient. This is shown first in this paper. This paper 
examines the resource efficiency of the air interface without queueing. The traffic channel 
efficiency and call accepted (reverse of call loss) probability can be accelerated significantly if a 
few percents of packet dropping are accepted. That is, the radio resource provides the service for 
each real-time RLC/MAC block, if a call is admitted earlier. In addition, if the radio resource is 
not capable of satisfying the delay requirements, the RLC/MAC blocks are dropped. Further 
traffic channel efficiency can be achieved by the expense of further RLC/MAC block dropping.  

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the average number of admitted calls is 
derived after describing GPRS access protocols and assumptions. Section 3 provides GPRS 
modeling when one call occupies one slot. In Section 4, the channel efficiency without 
RLC/MAC block dropping, where one call can occupy maximum one slot per time frame is 
considered. Increased channel efficiency with RLC/MAC dropping accompanied by the 
RLC/MAC block -dropping probability is devised. In Section 5, one call can occupy a multiple 
number of slots discontinuously/dynamically from a time frame and is considered without/with 
RLC/MAC block dropping. In Section 6, improved channel efficiency, when one call can occupy 
multiple slots discontinuously/dynamically is devised. The RLC/MAC block dropping probability 
is also shown in Section 6. And finally, the conclusions are represented in Section 7. 
 
2. GPRS ACCESS PROTOCOLS AND ASSUMPTIONS  

The original GSM system is developed for real-time voice traffic transmission, which is 
circuit-switched transmission. A packet based transmission system called GPRS is developed for 
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non real- time packet data transmission system by the evolution of existing GSM network. It is 
expected that in a near future most of the transmission will be non real-time type of transmission 
and almost all the networks will be packet based. A fractional part of the transmission will be 
real-time type of transmission. Therefore, it is interesting to find the difficulties of real-time 
traffic transmission over the GPRS system, since the GPRS is specified for non real- time type of 
traffic transmission. May be, the next interesting matter is to overcome the difficulties of 
real-time traffic transmission over the GPRS system. Real time traffic, such as voice over GPRS 
called ‘Push to talk over Cellular (PoC) is already in the market [7]. Therefore, discussion about 
the real-time traffic over GPRS is not only an interesting but also an important issue. For 
simplicity, we assumed that a fixed amount of radio resources are available in a GPRS based 
Base Transceiver Station (BTS), for serving the calls of real- time traffic only. 

In the GPRS data flow, the Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Protocol (SNDCP) layer is 
responsible for formatting the network packets. The SNDCP also does header compression and 
multiplexing of data coming from different sources. The current GPRS specifications contain a 
header compression scheme for real-time IP packets. The Logical Link Control (LLC) layer is 
responsible for reliable logical links between the mobile station and the Serving GPRS Support 
Node (SGSN). A Temporary Block Flow (TBF) is used in the RLC/MAC layer and it represents a 
physical connection used by the two radio resource (RR) peer entities to support the 
unidirectional transfer of LLC PDUs.  

The IP packets are variable in size. Each IP packet is mapped into a LLC frame as long as the 
size of IP packet does not cross the maximum LLC frame size (1520 octets). The LLC frames are 
passed through Radio Link Control/Multiple Access Control (RLC/MAC) layer. In the 
RLC/MAC layer, each LLC block is segmented into fixed length RLC/MAC blocks. Each 
RLC/MAC blocks are divided into four GPRS bursts. The Physical Link Layer is responsible to 
transmit the GPRS bursts over the air interface. Four GPRS bursts of one RLC/MAC block is 
transferred over four subsequent time slots, one from each four subsequent TDMA frames. It is 
reasonable to assume that one time slot is allocated from one TDMA frame to transmit one 
RLC/MAC block. 

A more detailed description of GPRS access protocols and assumptions used in this paper 
can be found in [13, pp. 27-30]. 

Now the question is how many calls can be accepted in a given BTS? Because of the 
limitation of radio resources, the number of accepted calls per BTS is also limited. Consider a 
BTS where the calls with real-time traffic (e.g. real- time IP calls or PoC calls) arrive at the BTS 

with a Poisson arrival process and with a mean rate dλ . The service time of each call is 

independent of each other call and exponentially distributed with a mean duration 
dµ/1  and thus 

the traffic intensity is ddd µλρ /= . If maximum U calls are allowed to transmit the multislot 

(multichannel) or singleslot (singlechannel) GPRS calls of real-time traffic, the probability that n 
calls are active in that BTS is obeying the Erlang-B model.  
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and the average number of calls in a given BTS where maximum U calls are allowed is 
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∑ . B is the probability that U calls are already admitted and it is 

known as the call blocking probability or call loss probability and any further attempted call is 
lost. 

Now let us concentrate on the mathematical modeling of RLC/MAC block or radio packet or 
burst generation. Before considering the multiple streams of RLC/MAC block generation from a 
single call, it is better to consider a simplified case, where each call generates a single stream of 
RLC/MAC blocks. In other words, let us consider first, when one call can occupy one slot from 
subsequent TDMA frames, when it is ‘active’.  

 
 

3. GPRS MODELING WHEN ONE CALL OCCUPIES ONE SLOT  
Consider the GPRS case where one IP call can occupy maximum one slot per TDMA frame. 

A given call can generate only one stream of real-time RLC/MAC blocks or radio packets. A call 
(source) generates RLC/MAC blocks while it is in active periods and does not produce any 
RLC/MAC blocks or radio packets during silence periods. 

It is logical to assume real-time voice such as ‘push to talk over cellular (PoC)’ for this case. 
A PoC call generates RLC/MAC blocks while it is in talk spurt and does not produce any 
RLC/MAC blocks or radio packets during silence periods. PoC is a half-duplex system where 
users receiving the transmission hear the sender’s voice in real- time without having to answer the 
sender. The delay in PoC is not that crucial, since it is unidirectional and listeners do not reply 
using this service. PoC provides operators an opportunity to develop their voice services offering 
without changing conventional voice services. It is a new real- time voice service over GPRS [7].  

It is well known that a talker does not talk continuously. Talker activity can be modeled with 
a two state Markov model [8]. Assuming that each talker (source) either is idle for an 

exponentially distributed length of average 21/ λ  or generates RLC/MAC blocks with 

exponential holding time of average length 21/ µ .  

The push to talk service uses cellular access and radio resources more efficiently, reserving 
network resources only for the duration of talk spurts instead of for entire call duration [9]. An 
RLC/MAC block is a basic data unit transferred on a GPRS Packet Data Channel (PDCH). 
Obtained by the measurements of conversational speech: the mean talk spurt period is 1s and the 
duration of mean silence period is 1.35s [8].  

Assume that the source active state and silence state of each call are uncorrelated over the 
GPRS RLC/MAC block periods. Consider a special case, where the number of available slots 
(channels) is equal or more than n active sources. The state probabilities of such a system can be 
found in [13, p. 31], which is a special case of Engset distribution [10]. The conditional 
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probability that i of the n calls (sources) are in active period is given by [10] 
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This is known as the modified Engset formula. Note that this modified Engset formula 

can also be expressed as a binomial distribution: 
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where ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 2 2 2/ 1 / / 1 / 1/a λ λ µ µ µ λ= + = + =(mean active period)/(mean active period + mean 

silence period). The parameter a defines the probability that a source is generating a RLC/MAC 
block and occupies one slot from one TDMA frame. 

Let us define ( )acp i  as the probability of i slots being occupied by all U calls of 

real-time traffic, when they are in the active period. If a maximum of U calls can be accepted, 
then applying total probability theory yields 
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In Eq. (5), we considered ( ) 0    for    acp i n n i= < . Eq. (5) shows the slot occupation 

distribution, when one call occupies one slot discontinuously from subsequent TDMA frames. Eq. 
(5) can be considered as the push to talk slot occupation modeling for GPRS if the radio resource 
is sufficient to serve in real-time. The average number of slot occupation by PoC sources without 
any burst (RLC/MAC block) loss or delay can be shown as: 

 

( ) ( )
0

1
U

ac d
i

CD ip i a Bρ
=

= = −∑                (6) 

 
If one call occupies one slot continuously from TDMA frames, then slot occupation 

probability a = 1, and Eq. (6) will become same as Eq. (2) as expected.  
Maximum U calls are accepted to transmit push to talk at a time, where each call can 

occupy a maximum of one slot from a TDMA frame. Therefore, without any RLC/MAC block 
dropping, the minimum requirement of the slots V is at least U (i.e., V U≥ ). Finally, the traffic 
channel occupancy with calls of real-time traffic over the GPRS air interface is given by 
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( ){ }( )1 / / 1dE CD V a V Bρ= = −                (7) 

Consider a case where the number of available channels (slots during one TDMA frame 
duration) for push to talk calls in a BTS is 30 (V = 30). Traffic channel occupancy and the call 
loss (blocking) probabilities are shown in Figure 3, without RLC/MAC block dropping. 
Real-time transmission is considered here, where each RLC/MAC block must be transmitted just 
after generation, without any delay. The solid lines curves shown in the left hand side Figure 3 are 
the traffic channel occupancy without RLC/MAC block dropping. Three dotted curves from left 
to right show the call blocking probabilities, U =10, U = 20 and U = 30 respectively. The 
horizontal dashed line show the 2% call blocking probability. Considering the same call blocking 
probabilities three perpendicular arrows show the traffic channel occupancy for the same call 
blocking probabilities. Right hand side of Figure 3 shows more clearly the traffic channel 
occupancy for real- time voice (push to talk) traffic without RLC/MAC block dropping. Current 
non real-time traffic over GPRS uses a delay to achieve higher traffic channel occupancy 
(efficiency) and is not interesting issue here. The analysis for non real-time traffic with delay over 
GPRS can be found in [11]. 

Figure 3 shows that the channel occupancy of the air interface with real-time traffic is 
unacceptably low especially with a lower value of a. One possible solution of the lower channel 
occupancy problem is to activate an RLC/MAC block dropper in each mobile terminal as well as 
in the BTS. The main function of this RLC/MAC block dropper is to drop a real-time RLC/MAC 
block, when all radio resources are full.  
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Figure 3: Channel occupancy and call blocking probability without RLC/MAC block dropping. 

 
4. ENHANCED CHANNEL OCCUPANCY FOR PUSH TO TALK OVER GPRS 
In the case of real-time push to talk traffic, each burst must be transmitted immediately. If 
maximum V (i.e., V U< ) slots are available over all the GPRS carriers available at the given 
BTS, at any time if more than V bursts are generated they will be rejected. Thus we need a 
modified distribution of equation (5). 
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=∑ . Thus the improved traffic channel efficiency for push to talk transmission 

through GPRS air interface is shown as  
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By accepting more calls, the traffic channel occupancy is not only increased, the call 

blocking probability is also reduced. The improvement of the traffic channel occupancy and 
reduced call blocking probability is obtained at the expense of some RLC/MAC block dropping.  

According to current specifications, one RLC/MAC block is dropped if four subsequent 
slots, one form each in four subsequent TDMA frames, are not available. For simplicity, we 
assumed that one RLC/MAC block is dropped if all slots (channels) are full during one TDMA 
frame duration  

The RLC/MAC blocks dropping occurs if all V slots are occupied. We have assumed that 

when ( )acp k V≤ , no dropping occur and when ( )acp k V> , only the surplus RLC/MAC blocks 

are dropped. The average number of dropped RLC/MAC blocks is ( ) ( )
1

U

ac
k V

k V p k
= +

−∑ .The average 

number of slot occupation per TDMA frame duration is derived in Eq. (6). So, the average 
number of RLC/MAC blocks transmitted during one TDMA frame duration is same as Eq. (6). 
Finally, the RLC/MAC block dropping probability is the ratio of dropped RLC/MAC blocks to 
the offered RLC/MAC blocks and this probability is: 
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For 2% call blocking probability, the enhanced traffic channel occupancy and the 

corresponding RLC/MAC block dropping probability are shown in Table 4.1. This table may help 
the operators for optimum push to talk networks design, if the RLC/MAC block dropping is 
considered.  
 
Table 1:  
Improved traffic channel occupancy and corresponding RLC/MAC block dropping probability. 

B = 0.02                                          V = 30 
       a = 0.2       a = 0.3      a = 0.4 

U    1EE    1D     1EE    1D    1EE    1D  

30    0.143  0    0.215  0   0.287  0 
50    0.263  137.31*10−   0.395  81.63*10−  0.527  68.57*10 −  
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70    0.387  83.64*10 −   0.579  41*10−   0.754  36.34*10 −  
90    0.512  51.51*10−   0.749  36.32*10−  0.881  0.08 
 
5. MULTIPLE PUSH SERVICES OVER GPRS AIR INTERFACE  

Presently there is a trend to bind everything in IP. The multislot real-time IP traffic flow over 
GPRS is studied here. We mainly consider the air- interface of GPRS technology.  

A GPRS call can occupy a maximum of 8 slots in a TDMA frame and the number of 
occupied slots in the following TDMA frames can be changed dynamically. As mentioned earlier, 
this model is not applicable for higher rate data transmissions over GPRS. This mathematical 
model is more applicable where multiple independent sources are producing traffic from the same 
mobile call. This mathematical model may show best results when multiple independent push to 
talks are generated from the same call. More precisely, this model may be used for a future 
service, called for example: ‘multiple push services’.  
  Consider the case where one call can occupy a maximum of q slots per TDMA frame. It is 
already shown in Eq. (1) that the probability of n calls are active. Therefore, all n calls can 
occupy a maximum of nq slots. Assuming that the occupation of each slot is independent of 
others having probability a as described in Section 3.  
  The average number of slots occupied by all calls of real-time traffic can be obtained from 
[13, p. 37]  
 

( )1dA qa Bρ= −                   (11) 

Note that the traditional system average slot occupation can be obtained by considering 
the maximum allowed slots per call q=1 and the probability of occupation of each slot a =1.  

Maximum U calls are accepted to transmit real-time traffic at a time where each call can 
occupy a maximum of q slots in a TDMA frame duration. Therefore, the minimum requirement 

of the slots V  without any RLC/MAC block dropping is at least Uq (i.e., UqV ≥ ). Finally, the 

traffic channel occupancy with real-time IP traffic over the GPRS air interface is given by 
 

( ){ }( )2 / / 1dE A V qa V Bρ= = − ,              (12) 

where B defines the probability that U calls are already admitted and it is known as the call 
blocking probability or call loss probability.  

Consider a case where the number of available channels (slots during one TDMA frame 
duration) for GPRS calls in a BTS is 40 (V = 40). One call can occupy maximum of 8 slots at a 
time. Or one call can transmits up to 8 RLC/MAC blocks at a time. The maximum number of 
accepted calls is 5 (=40/8) and each RLC/MAC blocks must be transmitted in real-time. The 
traffic channel occupancy of the air interface with calls of real- time traffic is unacceptably low 
especially with a lower value of a (Table 2).  

The traffic channel occupancy is an important issue for operators, since some parts of the 
users’ bills are paid based on this. There are at least two possibilities for improving this traffic 
channel occupancy. Firstly, accepting delay, this is more applicable for non real-time type of 
traffic [11]. This is not considered here. Without thinking of transmission delay, another possible 
solution of the lower channel occupancy problem is to activate a RLC/MAC block dropper in 
each mobile terminal as well as in the BTS. The main function of this RLC/MAC block dropper 
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is to drop a real-time RLC/MAC block, when all radio resources are full. 
6. CALLS OF MULTISLOT REAL-TIME TRAFFIC WITH RLC/MAC BLOCK 

DROPPING  
Consider the case with a higher number of accepted calls, where the maximum number of 

required packet transmissions at a time is higher than what can be handled by the available radio 
resources. This approach is only possible if users accept the RLC/MAC block dropping 
possibility. On the other hand, the operators will imply that because of higher channel occupancy. 
Channel occupancy is an important factor for operators as mentioned earlier. 

Let U calls be accepted and thus those calls can produce a maximum of Uq RLC/MAC 
blocks. These Uq RLC/MAC blocks can occupy same amount of slots within one TDMA frame 

duration. If maximum of V ( UqV < ) slots are available for all GPRS calls in a given BTS, the 

radio resources are not able to serve immediately and the RLC/MAC blocks are dropped. It 
should be noted that in this mathematical model there is no buffer to absorb the packet scale 
fluctuations. An additional assumption is that dropped RLC/MAC blocks are cleared. If the traffic 
channel occupancy for calls of real-time traffic with RLC/MAC block or radio packet dropping is 
denoted by E, then the numerical results of the traffic channel occupancies are shown in Table 2, 
with and without RLC/MAC block dropping. The detailed derivation can be found in [13, p.39]. 
The results shown in Table 2 indicated with U=5 are without RLC/MAC block dropping. If the 
number of calls is more than 5, then there are some possibilities of RLC/MAC block dropping. 
When RLC/MAC block dropping is acceptable, then more than 5 calls can be allowed. Thus, the 
results shown in Table 2 indicated with U=10, 20 etc. are with RLC/MAC block dropping. Table 
2 indicates clearly that the traffic channel occupancy with an acceptable call blocking probability 
increases significantly with RLC/MAC block dropping.   

From the above discussion, it is clear that by allowing some RLC/MAC block dropping, 
the channel occupancy can be increased. But this channel occupancy increment is not without a 
price. The price is ‘RLC/MAC block dropping’. Since the available number of slots is less than 
the maximum number of occupied slot, some RLC/MAC blocks are dropped. There is a 
corresponding probability that a RLC/MAC block is dropped because ‘all V serving slots are 
busy’. The derivation of the ‘RLC/MAC block dropping probability’ can be found in [13, pp. 
41-42] and its numerical results along with the channel occupancy are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2:  
Traffic channel occupancy improvement and corresponding RLC/MAC block dropping 
probability. 
 

B = 0.02               q = 8                             V = 40 
       a = 0.2       a = 0.3      a = 0.4 

 

U    E    2D     E    2D    E    2D  

5    0.009  0    0.041  0   0.108  0 
10    0.077  121.64*10−   0.245  71.6*10−   0.383  58.88*10−  
20    0.51   42.9*10−    0.705  0.028  0.787  0.1307 
30    0.773  0.0407   0.866  0.2461  0.891  0.4227  
40    0.877  0.2002   0.916  0.4528  0.925  0.5893 
50    0.92   0.3681   0.939  0.578  0.942  0.6835 
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7. CONCLUSIONS  

The traffic channel occupancy of the GSM-GPRS air interface for calls of real-time traffic 
flow was studied in this paper. Calls of one directional real- time traffic without RLC/MAC block 
dropping keeps a lot of slots unoccupied. Thus, the traffic channel occupancy and the call 
acceptance probability are low. Increasing the number of accepted calls could augment traffic 
channel occupancy due to a decreasing number of unoccupied slots. The channel occupancy 
increases with increasing traffic intensity and further enhancement is achieved with more 
maximum number of admitted calls. The trend of RLC/MAC block dropping probability 
resembles the trend of traffic channel occupancy. The traffic channel occupation enhancement is 
more significant when one call can transmit multiple RLC/MAC blocks at a time. 
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